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The move to IP
Unlock the benefits of switching now

The way we work 
has changed
Workers are no longer tied to a desk. But this means they 
need flexible solutions that allow them to take business with 
them wherever they go. And, considering usage of Unified 
Communications (UC) apps has doubled, they also need 
tools that enable greater workplace collaboration.

Why switch with BT?

It’s time for a switch-up
By 2025, the traditional analogue network will be a thing of the 
past. The UK is moving from the public switched telephone network 
(PSTN) to a new digital network known as Internet Protocol (IP).   
This switch will enable Voice over IP (VoIP), where phone calls  
are transmitted digitally via the internet.

All devices linked to your network  
will be impacted, including: 

What are the benefits  
of switching to IP?

Make and take calls on any  
device, from wherever you are 

Access customer  
information at any time 

Link your apps with video chat  
and calls for better collaboration 

Scale your solution by adding or removing  
users and locations as your business changes

Reduce energy consumption and carbon 
footprint by using newer networking equipment

99.99%
With the biggest network in the UK, 
covering 99% of premises, we can 
guarantee 99.99% service reliability 

100
Half of UK businesses have already 
switched to IP and every week BT 
helps around 100 customers go digital 

BT Group announced the PSTN 
(Public Switched Telephone Network) 
closure in 2025

Openreach gave full 
notification of WLR Stop Sell

Stop Sell introduced 
in some exchanges

UK coverage of FTTP (Fibre to the 
Premises) continues to expand

Switch off in Salisbury and 
Mildenhall exchanges

Stop Sell introduced 
nationwide

Nationwide switch off, 
hello digital world! 

1.5bn
We handle 1.5 billion business calls  
a year and offer 99.9% availability 

40
We have more than 40 years of 
experience providing voice services 

Are you ready to switch?

There’s no time like the present. The journey to IP  
has already begun. Say no to last-minute stress and  
yes to peace of mind by starting your journey now.

Find out more

60%
of employees think 
their company’s 
flexible working set-up 
isn’t good enough

50%
of employees will work 
from home at least eight 
days a month

62%
of workers want to 
work from home

80%
of IT executives say they need to 
redesign their IT architecture to 
meet the needs of home workers

Phones CCTV

Alarm  
systems 

Payment 
terminals 

98%
of all meetings have  
at least one person 
dialling in from home
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